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ABSTRACT
Providing security and privacy in big data analytics is
significantly important along with providing quality of
services (QoS) in big data networks. This paper presents
the current state-of-the-art research challenges and
possible solutions on big data network security. More
specifically, we present network security approaches (i.e.,
intrusion detection, network threat monitoring systems),
classify and compare threats and their defense
mechanisms that help mitigate the network vulnerabilities
from big data and software defined networks (SDN) .
Keywords: Big Data, MapReduce, Hadoop, SDN, Intrusion
Detection, Vulnerabilities, Threats.

1. INTRODUCTION
As everyday data are being collected from applications,
networks, social media and other sources Big Data is
emerging. Studies have shown that by 2020 the world will
have increased 50 times the amount of data it had in 2011,
which was currently 1.8 zettabytes or 1.8 trillion gigabytes
of data [14]. The basic reason for the sharp increase in
data being stored over the years simply comes down to
cost of storage. The IT industry has made the cost of
storage so cheap that applications are capable of saving
data at exponential rates. This brings the challenge of
having existing network infrastructure learn how to
manage and process this big data so that it can be utilized
into useful information [12].
Many big data applications work in real-time. Hence,
these applications need to create, store and process large
amount of information which produces a great deal of
volume and demand on the network. When looking at
data from a networking perspective, many different areas
are needed to be explored These include network
topology optimization, parallel structures and big data
processing algorithms, data retrieval, security, and
privacy issues [10]. The topic of big data is still a new
exciting area of research among the IT community and
will be requiring much attention for the years to come. A
typical organization has a limited network infrastructure

and resources capable of handling these volumes of traffic
flows which cause regular services (e.g., Email, Web
browsing, video streaming) to become strained. This can
reduce network performance affecting bandwidth and
exposing hardware limitations of devices such as firewall
processing being overwhelmed [10], Providing security
and privacy has also become a major concern in Big Data
as many critical and real-time applications are developed
based on Big Data paradigm.
This paper presents a comprehensive survey on big data
network security. This work starts by introducing the
distributed architecture of big data networks in Section 2.
Section 3 focuses on the network security technologies
and classifying threats related to security and privacy
issues and what type of defense mechanism can be
implemented to help mitigate the network vulnerabilities
from Big Data and SDN. Finally, the paper concludes
with a brief security analysis on big data in Section 4.

2. BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present architecture of MapReduce and
Hadoop that are used to processing big data. Moreover,
understanding the architecture of Big Data is crucial to
design approaches that provide security and privacy in Big
Data.

2.1 MapReduce and Hadoop
MapReduce is the core component of the Hadoop Apache
software framework and is a type of programming model
that can be implemented in variety of languages (e.g.,
Java, C++) that is used for processing big data [13]. This
type of software tool can divide applications into smaller
fragments or blocks which are then sent out to nodes in a
cluster or map. It uses a map function that will able to
filter, sort, and distribute jobs to various nodes and also
uses a reduce function to collect the results from those
jobs so they can resolved into a single value to be used for
efficient analysis (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Hadoop based on MapReduce paradigm

The MapReduce consists of a job tracker, task trackers,
and sometimes a job history server [17]. The job tracker is
used as the master node that is in charge of managing
resources and jobs. The task tracker is used to be
deployed to each node in order to run the map and help
with some of the cluster task load. The job history server
is used to track finished jobs and can be deployed as an
independent function. MapReduce operates in parallel
across vast cluster sizes, while jobs can be divided across
many different servers [13]. MapReduce has faulttolerance where each node sends status updates to the
master node, who can re-assign jobs to functioning nodes
in cases of node failure.
On the other hand, Hadoop is a management software
framework that plays an important role in big data
analytics. Hadoop is capable of cataloging, managing,
distributing, and querying unstructured large data sets
rapidly across many nodes within a distributed network
environment [8]. It uses a Hadoop distributed file storage
system (HDFS) for storage that divides data into blocks
which is distributed and stored on multiple nodes. In order
to process the data, Hadoop uses MapReduce to break
down data for the nodes to process and sort in parallel
(Figure 2). The map procedure is responsible for filtering
and sorting and the reduce procedure focuses on summary
tasks. It supports high speed transfer rates and is capable
of resilient uninterrupted operation in situations when
there is node failure [15]. The infrastructure divides up
the nodes into groups or racks. Hadoop is an excellent
framework for applications using large search engines
such as Google and Yahoo.

Reduce

Reduce

Data on Hadoop File System (HDFS)
Fig. 2. Hadoop that reduces data and processes in parallel

Together Hadoop and MapReduce provide the current
popular choice for implementation of big data
infrastructure [7]. A typical Hadoop network structure
consists of a slave (data node, task tracker), master (name
node, job tracker) and a client [6]. The client is basically
the user interface or query engine. The data nodes are
used as storage for the data that contain smaller databases
systems and are horizontally distributed across the
network. The task tracker is used to process the broken
down fragments of the task that has been distributed to a
node. The name node maintains a location index of all
the other nodes found in the network, so it knows where
the specific data is located in which data node. The job
tracker is the software job tracking mechanism that is
used to transfer and aggregate request search queries
(tasks) through to the task tracker nodes so the end user
can perform information analysis on the result.
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3. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
As big data becomes more popular and networks grow in
size and complexity, the issue of security is becoming
increasingly crucial. Many cyber-attacks have started to
focus on big data and cloud architecture as the payoff can
be quite rewarding and devastating at that same time.
Being able to store and process the organizations and
customer’s information in a secure manner is much more
difficult and complicated in a big data environment.
The repercussions of big data breach have the potential to
cause much more damage than a traditional architecture.
Both legal and privacy issues are areas of great concern to
a large number of organizations. The obvious and general
risks associated with big data environments include:
discovering new vulnerabilities when organizations begin
implementing a new technology into their work
atmosphere, using open-source tools that may contain undocumented vulnerabilities and lack of update options
(e.g., backdoors), large cluster node attack surfaces
organizations are not prepared to monitor, inadequate
knowledge of server hardening, poor user authentication
and weak remote access policies, inability to handle large
processing of audit/access logs, lack of data validation
looking for malicious data input that can become lost in
the large volumes of big data. Common infrastructure
attacks can include false data injection, DoS,
worm/malware propagation, and botnet attacks [10].
In this paper, we explore specific security areas which
include big data network intrusion detection, network
threat monitoring systems based on MapReduce machinelearning methods, and flow-based anomaly detection.

data networks volume begins to increase. New studies
have shown that “every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
are created and 90% of the data in the world today was
produced within the past 2 years” [18].
Since IDS are dependent on quick response time and
accurate network analysis, current IDS techniques and
methods are having a difficult time processing big data’s
high volume (e.g., inefficiently produced large number of
false positives to further impede network performance).
Moreover, unstructured varieties of data sets cause
traditional machine-learning techniques (i.e., anomaly
algorithms) and selecting/extracting (i.e., signature)
methods to fail, and the high speed at which the data is
arriving into networks decreases network performance
dramatically. These big data characteristics make it
difficult for current IDS to perform efficiently and process
packets with the real-time demands of big data
applications. Hence, packets are missed or dropped,
which obviously lead to security vulnerabilities in the
form of potentially missed security attacks. Table 1 lists
the challenges related to each of the big data
characteristics.
Table 1: Intrusion Detection Challenges for Big Data

Big Data Characteristics
Data Volume, i.e., the size of
data
Data velocity, i.e., the speed of
data arrival
Data variety, i.e., different types
of data and complexity of data

3.1 Intrusion Detection
There are many different types of intrusion challenges,
(i.e., virus, malware, Trojans), found in big data security
that threaten to exploit the integrity, confidentiality, and
availability of network resources [10].
Most intrusion detection systems (IDS) focus on
monitoring the individual host or network. They are
classified into two types called (i) signature-based and (ii)
anomaly-based IDS. The signature IDS detects the attack
based on pre-defined maliciously established signatures
and the anomaly-based IDS detects the attack by
comparing a baseline of a healthy normal network profile
to the current network activity looking for deviations in
operations.
Each IDS approach has its own pros and cons. For
instance, the signature-based IDS is not effective at
detecting previously un-established threats, but has a
much lower false positive (i.e., false alarm) rate than
anomaly-based IDS. In most traditional networks, IDS
processes all the network packet traffic and sometimes
can end up overloaded. Hence, processing and storing
data of big data networks become a great challenge as big

Related Challenge
Traffic
overload
and
overhead in processing and
throughput
Packet loss, cannot analyze
missed data packets, and
real-time requirements
Difficult to select and extract
appropriate data packets and
machine learning, designing
knowledge based system is
also a great challenge

3.1.1. Solutions
In order to mitigate big data intrusion detection
challenge’s, it is important to try different approaches to
help solve the problem. It may be possible to explore
being able to implement new features into intrusion
detection that can help use signature matching more
flexibly, such as utilizing dynamic parameters in IDS
signatures [10]. Advancing stronger machine learning
techniques are crucial to big data processing. It is
important that knowledge extraction and analysis be in
real time, or at least close to it, due to the fact that storage
of all the relevant data may not be possible in some cases.
In order for the data to have accurate data analysis, it must
be processed efficiently at a fast response and real-time
classification [10]. There needs to be more innovation in
the area of machine-learning algorithms using relevant
evaluation metrics to process large volumes of data
efficiently.
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Because big data is still a new concept that everyone is
dealing with, much more research is needed to go into this
area of development. It can be also be helpful to introduce
additional intrusion detection mechanisms for example:
context-aware list-based packet filter and frequency-based
exclusive signature matching. The packet filter is located
before the IDS to evaluate incoming traffic looking for
specific criteria in the established lists (e.g., IP match on
the black or white lists), then the traffic move on to the
more efficient adaptive character signature matching
scheme where each input string (non-sequenced) is
analyzed looking for all fixed-size bit string that match an
established malicious string signature [10]. Introducing
both these additional intrusion security mechanisms
actually enhance the performance of the IDS by
decreasing the processing time of signature matching
while increasing the accuracy of intrusion analysis and
resulting in less false positives which waste network
performance and time for the security staff.

3.2 Threat Monitoring System - MapReduce
Machine Learning (MML)
Botnet is a common attack against big data infrastructure
where an attacker can exploit various types of malware
(e.g., Trojan virus) or even other system vulnerabilities to
infect a host’s computer and in turn gain control over
other compromised systems [10]. By the end of the attack,
the adversary can potentially take control over thousands
and millions of computers (e.g., zombie network). Now
the botnet (i.e., zombie) network can be used to perform
other attacks such as Distributed Denial of Service
attacks. These types of attacks can become a serious
threat to mobile phone networks.
In order to guard against these types of attacks, it is
important to implement a cyber threat-monitoring system
that is capable of characterizing, tracking, and mitigating
the threat in an efficient way [10]. These threatmonitoring detection systems monitors different segments
of the system in order to evaluate and compare the states
of these segments to pre-defined profiles looking for
deviations that will sound an alarm. Threat-monitoring
systems such as Advanced Intrusion Detection
Environment (AIDE) function by monitoring behavioral
changes in hosts and network devices.
The systems collects threat-monitoring logging data (e.g.,
system, security, application, traffic) created by hosts and
network devices (e.g., routers, firewalls) to attempt and
gain threat awareness among the environment. In some
cases honeypots are installed to gain more interactive
information about the attacks. As stated earlier in the
report, once the volume of this data becomes too large, it
becomes more difficult to process effectively.
3.2.1. Solutions

MapReduce Machine Learning (MML) is an effective
threat-monitoring method using monitoring agents that
are capable of processing real-time data streams and
keeping status of hosts/network devices while paying
attention for suspicious malicious activity [10]. MML was
created to use a distribution method, where computational
tasks are distributed across multiple nodes in a cloud
environment to help increase the processing time
efficiency of the machine-learning process.
In order to accurately and efficiently detect threats, these
monitoring systems use the MML schemes to distinguish
and profile the characteristics of traffic flows so a learned
“classifier” can find the traffic anomalies. The system
works by beginning to collect various relevant network
metrics and measurable characteristics such as flow
duration, average bytes per packet in the flow, and
average bytes per second in the flow. Next the system will
attempt to detect traffic anomalies using MML schemes.
These schemes are capable of profiling the dynamic
characteristics of network traffic flow and detecting
anomalies by using learned classifiers and algorithms
called logistic regression (LR) and naïve Bayes [10]. Both
LR and naïve Bayes are a type of probabilistic statistical
classification model, commonly used in binary
classification,
where
traffic
flow
extracted
features/characteristics (e.g. average bytes per packet of
the flows) are categorized into two categories (e.g., 1 =
monitored data is normal, 0 = monitored data is
malicious) [10].
The MML schemes make this threat monitoring method
very efficient when dealing with big data because they
spread the processing and computing load amongst many
different machines. The learned computational results,
from the multiple machines, are then processed and
combined into an integrated a single classifier which is
used to make a conclusion on the malicious vs normal
status of the traffic flow [10].
The detection system is broken into an offline training
and online detection phase. In the offline training phase,
the collected network traffic, consisting of both normal
flow and potential attack flows, is stored in a training set.
These training sets are organized into different computers
to perform the training process independently. Once the
computational results from the training (learning) phase
using various computers are concluded, they are
combined into a single learned classifier. The online
detection phase consists of using the learned classifier to
evaluate if normal vs malicious traffic flow was found.

3.3 Flow-Based NIDS
Monitoring and traffic management of Big Data networks
is essential in keeping large data sets moving efficiently
in high-speed networks. The research of flow-based
anomaly detection has proven to be a great approach due
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to a few bytes in packet headers that shorten processing
time, decreasing privacy concerns, with no issue by
encrypted protocols, supported by routers relying on
networked systems. Its counterpart packet-based anomaly
detection supports payload processing rendering it slow
and inefficient for the needs of high-speed networks and
great for small networks. Flows efficiently can meter and
collect processes to export for monitoring or analysis [3].
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Fig. 3. Exporting flows from metering specifics through collector
architecture

Flow export and collection is provided by the exporter
and collector (shown in Figure 3). Flow exporter and
monitoring point meter the creation of flows process to
create records that are to be observed. Each packet
headers are taken from the flow exporter, marked with a
timestamp then processed by sampling-filtering module to
be sampled and filtered by administrative specific
requirements. By the end the module is updated, flows
trigger updates flow entries in cache from packet headers
and creating new flows if none exist. Expired flow
records export to flow collector when it meets
specifications of being idle, maximum allowed lifetime,
FIN or RST flags showed, and flow-cache memory
exhaustion. The flow collector then exports those flows as
a flow record to further be exported to be monitored or
analyzed. Attacks relevant to network flow-based
methods are:

There is many published research has been done for flowbased network intrusion detection [3, 16] shows one of
the way research can be further improved upon to
implement structured approaches [4] using network flow
aggregation monitoring to learn of flow-based attacks.
Table 2 presents attacks and risks that are related to
network flow-based approaches.
3.3.1. Solutions
In order to detect a taxonomy approach needs to be
classified to focus on classifying 1 the approach taken to
succession. In the approach is used with labeling [3] to
help trace malicious types, structure its traffic and review
malicious activities. Figure 4 shows the processes of
packets and logs to labeled data sets.
Flows

Logs

Events

Typescripts

Alert Generation
Correlation

Clustering and
Causality

Labelled
Dataset

Fig. 4. Capture process to labeling dataset

Broken down into flows, alerts, honeypot alerts, and
source behavior to process and learn about malicious
traffic, side-effects of maliciousness, unknown traffic and
uncorrelated alerts through aggregating packets of
identical flow to identify any abnormal traffic patterns.
1

Table 2: Attacks and Risk relevant to network flow-based approaches

Traffic
Dump

Anna Sperotto has made the approached of flow-based intrusions
detection [6] based two main contributors focusing on classification
and elements of research by Debar and further built by Axelsson on
characteristics, refining their works to better help research direction.
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Due to research just touching the surface of flow based
IDS many different methods are handy and accuracy and
performance is improving. This Fig. 4 taken from [4]
categorizes the start of the art flow-based solutions. With
the appropriation of passive and centralized solutions
along centralized data collection [4] was able to provide
reliable results and lessons learned. “Once flow-based
monitoring became an established technology; we can see
how flows became also a source of data for intrusion
detection.” [4] Detection on flow based studies still
proves the need for additional research for the automatic
tuning of the intrusion detection system.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Along with the network requirements such as network
resiliency,
congestion,
performance
consistency,
scalability, and partitioning, providing security and
privacy must be considered while implementing an
infrastructure for Big Data analytics. As current network
infrastructures lacks the characteristics to implement Big
Data network it is important to implement various tools,
methods and techniques into networks in order to help
support big data processing such as Map Reduce and
Hadoop. These tools and approaches helps manage and
process the data more efficiently by breaking up the work
to distribute simultaneously across the network.
The current state of the art research in Big Data includes
designing network topology, distributed algorithms,
integration of software defined networks (SDN),
scheduling, optimizations and load balancing among
different commodity computers. We also researched
security concerns related to big data and how they can be
much more severe and difficult to manage than traditional
networks. In many cases, traditional forms of security
detection with nuanced ideas help effectively identify
detecting attacks some prove to be very promising others
need more research. Traffic management, monitoring,
additional anomaly-detection security strategies such as
MapReduce machine learning must be used to help
mitigate collective threats such as botnet and DDoS
attacks. In order to keep the system packet flows
consistent flow-based intrusions detection is sought after.
In conclusion, this paper presents an overview of the
operation principle of Big Data in the context of security
and privacy issues, especially explore network security
concerns and mitigation strategies.
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